
The Dark Days Of Abraham Lincoln Widow As
Revealed By Her Own Letters
Abraham Lincoln, the 16th President of the United States, is remembered as one
of the greatest leaders in American history. His legacy spans countless
achievements, such as preserving the Union and abolishing slavery. While his life
and tragic assassination have been well-documented, there is a lesser-known
aspect that sheds light on the dark days that followed his death - the letters of his
widow, Mary Todd Lincoln.

Mary Todd Lincoln, an influential First Lady, witnessed the horrors and struggles
of the Civil War firsthand. Her husband's assassination in 1865 left her
devastated and plunged her into a deep state of grief. However, her letters
provide us with a unique perspective on the personal struggles she faced during
those trying times.

The letters reveal the immense emotional toll that losing her beloved husband
had on Mary Todd Lincoln. She expresses her sorrow, confusion, and feelings of
profound loneliness. Her words paint a picture of a grieving widow left to navigate
a world that had abruptly and tragically changed.
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In one of her deeply introspective letters, Mary Todd Lincoln writes, "I am
overwhelmed with sorrow. The darkness that has enveloped my life seems never-
ending. Every day without him feels like a battle against an unseen enemy that
continuously drains my strength."

These letters provide a glimpse into the widow's struggle to cope with her
husband's absence while trying to preserve the legacy he left behind. Mary Todd
Lincoln faced several challenges, including financial difficulties, public scrutiny,
and even accusations of mental instability. Society's expectations of how a
bereaved widow should behave added an additional layer of pressure to her
already burdened heart.

"The world around me keeps moving forward, but I am trapped in a labyrinth of
grief," Mary Todd Lincoln lamented in one of her letters. Throughout her writings,
one can sense her desperate desire to find solace and purpose in life after the
immense loss she suffered.

These previously unpublished letters, now made available to the public, allow us
to see a deeply vulnerable side of Mary Todd Lincoln. They provide a chance to
reevaluate her life, which was overshadowed by the tremendous
accomplishments of her husband. While history has often portrayed her as a
controversial figure, these letters unveil a woman suppressed by grief and
trauma.

Despite her hardships, Mary Todd Lincoln's resilience and determination shine
through. Her letters depict her gradual transformation from a grieving widow to a
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woman determined to protect her late husband's memory and secure her own
future.

She writes, "I owe it to him to find strength in my pain and continue fighting for the
principles he held dear. These letters shall serve as a testament to my
unwavering love for Abraham."

Reading Mary Todd Lincoln's letters offers a poignant reminder that even the
most prominent figures in history faced personal demons and tribulations. Her
struggles, often concealed behind the legacy of her husband, demonstrate the
universal nature of human emotions and the resiliency of the human spirit.

These letters also shed light on the challenges faced by widows during the 19th-
century. Mary Todd Lincoln's story serves as a powerful example of the societal
pressures and limited options faced by women who lost their husbands during a
time when their rights were severely limited.

The publication of these intimate letters not only illuminates a neglected aspect of
American history but also serves as a tribute to the strength and determination of
Mary Todd Lincoln. Through her words, we gain a deeper understanding of the
complexities and depths of grief endured by those who weathered the dark days
following the loss of Abraham Lincoln.

As we delve into these letters, we find ourselves captivated by the resilience of a
grieving widow who dared to share her innermost thoughts. Mary Todd Lincoln's
letters allow us to reconstruct a significant chapter in American history and honor
the woman behind the president.

In , the letters of Mary Todd Lincoln offer a compelling insight into the life of a
grieving widow who fought against personal demons and societal expectations



after her husband's assassination. Her words, filled with raw emotions and
despair, provide a unique perspective on the dark days that followed Abraham
Lincoln's death. By exploring these letters, we gain a deeper appreciation for the
human side of historical figures and the enduring strength of the human spirit.
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Written in 1927 but barred from timely publication by the Lincoln family, The Dark
Days of Abraham Lincoln's Widow, as Revealed by Her Own Letters is based on
nearly two dozen intimate letters written between Mary Lincoln and her close
friend Myra Bradwell mainly during the former's 1875 incarceration in an insane
asylum. By the 1920s most accounts of Mrs. Lincoln focused on her negative
qualities and dismissed her as "crazy." Bradwell's granddaughter Myra Helmer
Pritchard wrote this distinctly sympathetic manuscript at the behest of her mother,
who wished to vindicate Mary Lincoln in the public eye by printing the private
correspondence. Pritchard fervently defends Mrs. Lincoln's conduct and sanity,
arguing that she was not insane but rather the victim of an overzealous son who
had his mother committed.
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The manuscript and letters were thought to have been destroyed, but fortunately
the Lincolns' family lawyer stored copies in a trunk, where historian Jason
Emerson discovered them in 2005. While leaving the manuscript intact, Emerson
has enhanced it with an and detailed annotations. He fills in factual gaps;
provides background on names, places, and dates; and analyzes Pritchard's
interpretations, making clear where she was right and where her passion to
protect Mrs. Lincoln led to less than meticulous research and incorrect s. This
volume features an easy-to-follow format that showcases Pritchard's text on the
left-hand pages and Emerson's insightful annotations on the right-hand pages. 

Following one of the most revered and reviled, famous and infamous of the First
Ladies, this book provides a unique perspective of Mrs. Lincoln's post-White
House years, with an emphasis on her commitment to a sanitarium. Emerson's
contributions make this volume a valuable addition to the study of the Lincoln
family. This fascinating work gives today's Lincoln enthusiasts the chance to read
this intriguing interpretation of the former First Lady that predates nearly every
other book written about her.
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